
application      Concrete Bond Breaker 
location      Dublin, GA
product      Mirafi® 1450BB
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TenCate develops and produces materials that
function to increase performance, reduce costs
and deliver measurable results by working with
our customers to provide advanced solutions.

THE CHALLENGE
This project required the complete removal of
the existing concrete lanes and asphalt shoul-
ders in both the east and west bound lanes of I-
16 from mile marker 39 to mile marker 69 in
Dublin, GA. Once the existing roadway was
removed an  the newly stabilized roadbed
preparations were complete, the installer
placed an interlayer which reduces reflective
cracking and in turn promotes longer lasting
pavement resulting in a cost savings.
Additionally, the use of an interlayer also elimi-
nates the need for notching the base pavement
section, thus saving on additional labor and
equipment costs.        

THE DESIGN
The GADOT decided to use a geosynthetic bond
breaker for an unbonded overlay in this applica-
tion. Mirafi® 1450BB meets and exceeds speci-
fications for nonwoven interlayers for separat-
ing cementitious pavement layers and is specif-
ically designed as a separation layer for
unbonded concrete layers in lieu of hot mix
asphalt separation layers. The use of Mirafi®

1450BB results in faster installation over tradi-
tional asphalt bond breakers; it also reduces
cost on materials over traditional hot mix layer.
The physical configuration of the material
improves water drainage between pavement
layers carrying water away that infiltrates into
pavement.   

THE CONSTRUCTION
There were four project specific widths of
Mirafi® 1450BB fabrics utilized during the instal-
lation of this project.  Each specific width was
laid in four mile intervals on both the east and
west bound lanes concurrently. According to the
contractor this method of placing the geosyn-

thetic is the most expeditious and economical
way to prep, pour, cure, and get a roadway
ready for traffic to drive on. The installation
began with the inner shoulder, followed by the
inner left lane, the outer right lane was next and
the outer shoulder was last to be laid.

Case Study

Roadway with narrow asphalt shoulders prior to removal.

job owner GADOT

engineer GADOT   

contractor GC-APAC (concrete cutting, removal & pouring). SUB-Everett 

Dykes Grassing (roadbed prep & geotextile install)

date of installation  August 2013

Soil cement and Mirafi® 1450BB.Removal of the existing concrete roadway.

Roadway with narrow asphalt shoulders prior to removal.
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THE PERFORMANCE
The use of Mirafi® 1450BB separates the base
from the concrete roadway which will help
extend the service life of Interstate I-16 by mov-
ing harmful water away from the roadway.  The
installer and general contractor mentioned this
was the first time they used a bond breaker and
were very happy with the ease of installation
and the performance of Mirafi® 1450BB in the
new roadway. They also mentioned that with a
a savings of roughly $7.50 per sq. yd. and with
1,400,000 sq. yds. of bond breaker used, the tax
payers and the state of Georgia will save
approximately $10,500,000.  Field installers
were able to lay down the fabric and secure it
using only two men. According to the installer
the time it takes to put in the hot mix versus
Mirafi® 1450BB is similar, but the thickness tol-
erance verification and additional costs of all the
vehicles and man hours tilts the favor in the
geosynthetic direction. 

Paving of new wider cement shoulder over Mirafi® 1450BB.

Roadbed covered with Mirafi® 1450BB ready for cement paving.
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